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By LUPE EYDE
Staff Writer
A sold-out audience gave the TheatreUSC production of Peter Shaffer's

"Equus" a standing ovation Thursday,
the show's opening night.
The ovation was because of superb

direction by Richard Blair and the inspiredportrayal ofyoung psychiatric
patient Alan Strang by Thom Penn.

"Equus" is a psychological drama
that examines the motivation behind
17-year-old Alan Strang's horrible act:
the blinding of five horses with a hooi
pick. He is recommended to Martin
Dysart, a child psychiatrist played by
William Hall, who examines his familylife in search of clues to his crime.

I was very impressed with the production,first of all because of the na-
ture or the play, whose major theme
is human passion: how some people
fear it, some live for it and others try
to stifle it. Each character has his or
her passion. For example, Alan's passionis horses, his mother's is the
Bible, and his father's is the rejection
of religion.

Secondly, the controversial relationshipbetween religion and sexuality,which is the basis ofAlan's obsessionwith horses, makes this play
a must-see. From an early age he is
both attracted to them and sees them
as gods, and with his mother's influenceof the Bible, goes about creating
his own religion and rituals.

Third, Shaffer's examination of
Dysart's own mid-life crisis is a key
part of the play's impact. He knows
his function is to "cure" young psychiatricpatients and make them "normal,"but he is losing faith in his profession.He sees his life as monoto',
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nous and pointless because he's lost
the passion he had originally felt towardhis job, and his marriage, hating

i the feet that what he is really doing is
taking the passion away from children
by turning them into very normal, but

, very boring, people.
No matter how masterful a play is

; written, it means nothing if the productiondoesn't do it justice. HowevL
er, this is not the case with Richard
Blair and his cast in "Equus." I can't
even describe Penn's performance

" with normal adjectives, but it
wouldn't be fair if I didn't acknowledgesome of the smaller parts in the
play, such as Kathryn Johnston's playingDora Strang, Alan's mother, and
S. Jack Silman as Frank Strang, Alan's
father.
One of the many unique aspects of

the play are the horses, which serve
as characters, scenery, and similar to
Greek tragedy, chorus. Here's where
Blair's expertise comes in: the players
tossed their heads, walked and
stomped just like horses. The use of
their presence on stage transcended
the visual realm as they speak Alan's
thoughts and dreams through chants
and hoof stomps.

"Equus" makes you think and perhapsexamines your own life and beliefs,which is why it's recommended
for mature audiences only. In additionto the psychological nature of the
play there is nudity in the second act,
but this is secondary as it only adds
to the plot and doesn't take away
from the intense drama that unfolds
on stage. "Equus" shows what a uni-
versity production is capable of, in direction,acting and providing a forum Thom
for controversy and introspection.
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